FROM THE DIRECTOR'S DESK

Mr. Rajat Khant
Director

First and foremost, we wish to compliment everyone on the commencement of the NEW FY 2019-20. And pray that the journey ahead for us all be filled with progress and upward curve. To sum up the year gone by it was mix of highs and lows both on business front. March end business performance was reasonably good and promise a good year of business ahead.

The corrective steps, the path following 2018-19, the sales & operations departments as well as the support of the field have all played a significant part in the lead up to our current better showing. We are confident that these positive actions and many more planned for rollout during this year of Growing Beyond…….Will surely take the organization to newer heights in the year ahead. As successful and vibrant organizations, we strive to achieve the best using our resources, energy work force and our tradition, brand value, etc...

“We should be proud of our 20 Years journey. The legacy and foundation that we have built in these 2 decades is very solid because it is based on our core values. All of our actions are and should be a reflection of our Core Values”

CORE VALUES

Continuous Upgradation & Improvement
Hard Work
Team Work
Growth of Every Individual
Customer Satisfaction
We believe in giving unmatched quality service to our clients. And for that we follow the quality policy. Quality is uncompromising attribute of our group as we are an ISO certified 13485:2016, CE CERTIFIED COMPANY.

The qualitative efforts of entire team of Nebula Members shall ensure our Targets Towards excellence and in achieving our Vision 2032. Our Company is well positioned to do wonderfully well. We have grown well over the past few years with collective and collaborative efforts, we now need to make few corrections and we are confident that this year we will again excel ourselves.

Let This Year be a launch pad for achieving Our Vision 2032.

★ International Doctors Visit at Our Head Office

Dr. JOSHUA ONDARI & Dr. VIRINDERPAL SINGH

Dr. ABDI ERMORLO Dr. ABEL GIZAW
Dr. ASSEFA KIFLU Dr. AMDETSION DEGU
Dr. DAGNACHEW YOHANNES

Prof. ADNAN Dr. MUSAAB
Dr. NADHIM Dr. AMJED
ANNUAL GENERAL MEET OF SALES & MARKETING

An annual general meeting for any association, corporation or group is critical to the health & growth of that organization. An AGM is a yearly gathering between the Sales Force of a company and its board of directors. Generally, this is the only time that the directors and Sales force will meet throughout the year, so it is a chance for the directors to present the company’s annual report.

Best Sales Of The Year

Mr. Rubul Ali

Best Performance Of The Year

Mr. Santosh Swain

PERFORMERS WHO STOOD TALL & ACHIEVED ABOVE 100% TARGET

KUDOS to all team members for their excellent performance

CONGRATULATIONS
**Surprise Game Session**

One Surprise session FUN WITH LEARN was arranged at the time of AGM of company. Entire Team was divided in five group to perform this session. Different Bone models and Bone Plates were given to all groups to arrange the plate at proper place accordingly on the bone within one minute of time. This was really turnout a surprise for Sales force as well as Management. At the End, winner was a awarded by gifts.

**Highlights Of Presentation Made By Zonal Head**

**DIFFERENCE BETWEEN NEBULA & OTHER COMPANY**
Mr. SOMNATH CHAKROBORTY – EAST ZONE

**A DAY OF EXECUTIVE, WORK FOR PURPOSE**
Mr. NIRAJ MISHRA – CENTER ZONE

**SALES FORCE EFFECTIVENESS & TEAM WORK**
Mr. LOKESH SAPRA – NORTH ZONE
FEW SNIPPETS OF GALA DINNER AT PALM VIEW RESORT

ENTIRE SALES & MARKETING TEAM

NORTH ZONE

CENTER ZONE

WEST ZONE

EAST ZONE

SOUTH ZONE
EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
AWARDS & BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION

January - February 2019
Employee Of The Month

March - April 2019
Employee Of The Month

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
With your support and co-operation we have successful organized conferences so far and Nebula recorded Last FY. 2018-19 Participated more than 20 Domestic Conference & 19 International Conference.
Last month we arranged a picnic of two days for all staff of Nebula Family. We went to NILKANTHDHAM - Poicha and world's tallest statue with a height of 182 meters. “STATUE OF UNITY” – Kevadiya colony, Narmada Dist. Gujarat for two days.

The purpose of picnic is to make the best use of a day's holiday, a quick plan for picnic brought all of us together to have endless conversations, have food together and visit both places. We enjoyed our Picnic very much. The days ended with a heavy heart but the memory will remain forever.

“Where There Is Unity, There Is Always Victory”

Unity is strength…. when there is teamwork and collaboration, wonderful things can be achieved. “We are each other’s harvest; we are each other’s business; we are each other’s magnitude and bond.”

NEBULA SURGICAL PVT. LTD.
COMING SOON.....

Radial Head Rim Locking Plate

Radial Head Neck Locking Plate